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EDITORIAL
Welcome to the first edition of Hypophora: A Wyndham Community and 
Education Centre Creative Arts Journal.

Hypophora is a publication that has given youth opportunities to 
be heavily involved in the management of a creative arts anthology. 
Gathering for the first time in April of 2016, the Hypophora team is 
predominately made up of Wyndham CEC students–both past and 
present–and supervised by two Wyndham CEC teachers. The group 
meet each week to develop skills and build the publication. 

With a willingness to publish pieces in most genres of the creative 
arts, our aim has been to collect high quality works that explore all 
aspects of existence and art. We also have a deep interest in investigating 
where and how different art forms intersect and how the visual arts can 
best be integrated with textual elements and other experimentation. We 
hope to build on this concept in future editions.

We would like to recognise and give thanks to those who contributed 
to the creation of this compendium, for this edition could not have 
happened without the generous support of: 

The Hypophora Team 2016

• William Keane
• Jackson Robbins

• Liam Prato
• Emma Schirmer

• Bec Cole and Wyndham City Arts and Culture,
• Tim Harrison of Federation University Australia, the Faculty of 

Arts and  Education,
• the Wyndham City Arts Incubator group,
• and, of course, Wyndham Community and Education Centre for 

trusting the concept and giving us the space to meet each week 
to give birth to and help grow something we are proud of. 

We are hoping for the next edition to print text and art of all kinds 
from all over the world and for the next edition to be even more diverse. 
For a taste of some sonic diversity, please check out our audio compilation 
at hypophora-wcec@bandcamp.com. 

• Jack Boddeke 
• Sam Boddeke
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JOVIAN FEARS
Oaklin Charlesworth

I float lifelessly on a decaying orbit above Jupiter’s red eye. Soon it 
will be too late to save me as I enter into the terminal phase of my 
descent. It is already becoming uncomfortably hot in my suit and by 
the calculations I keep going over in my throbbing head I figure I 
will have just enough oxygen to become the atmosphere’s live evening 
meal—evening only on Earth that is. What time it is on Jupiter I have 
no idea, as I do not keep a Jovian timepiece on hand. 

I dismember my previous calculations and create a more realistic 
formula that allows for the delirium I will soon experience. So, in my 
current theory by the time I hit the atmosphere and begin to burn up, 
my mind will have already lost touch with reality. Whether that does 
or does not affect the sensation I will soon be experiencing—which 
may or may not be comparable to what a restaurant lobster—ends up 
experiencing some minutes after it is chosen as a meal is debatable. But 
judging from the steep decline in my concentration levels I may not 
be coherent enough to fully appreciate death by atmospheric entry. At 
least I will go down in history, if any evidence of my stupidity is ever 
recovered, as the first man to enter Jupiter’s atmosphere in a spacesuit. 

Things are getting decidedly more abstract as the air in my suit 
reaches critical levels. Jupiter’s red eye seems to grow a face and a 
tongue shoots out from the face’s gnarling mouth. Then, as the tongue 
disintegrates into a maelstrom of colour it seems to smile at me. It seems 
to be inviting me in. It seems to be begging me to come for dinner. My 
head buzzes and my vision resembles a slowly fading television signal. 
Well–maybe next time I will use a safety harness to repair the satellite 
receivers. I was not expecting that burst of compressed air from an 
exit vent. I guess that is what happens when you are a careless idiot. 
Are those reindeer cantering across the atmosphere? No, it could not 
be. I guess this is the point where things go from abstract to Jackson 
Pollock. Shit–I wish I could have called mum. No more air left. 
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I think I might go outside to have a gander at all the pretty 
flowers. What? Where is the damn mailman with my package? I need 
my package. Wow, that sure is a happy little field down there. Maybe 
they have Eskimo pies? What is the time? I like the circus; they have 
animals that do tricks. 

‘Commander Granger? Commander Granger of US Space 
Command? Is that you? Commander, I haven’t the faintest idea where 
your wife is. Maybe she’s out picking flowers in your garden. Did 
you check outside? Wow, it’s getting warm in here, where’s the AC? 
Commander! Move over and turn on the AC. I’m boiling in here!’

Am I on fire? I can see flames all over the place. 
‘ARGHHH…’

Original artwork inspired by ‘Jovian Fears’ by Emma Schirmer.
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LAST WORDS
G. Raymond Leavold

He’d dived under the train. I saw him do it. 
We’d been stuck between stations for forty-five minutes while 

they cleaned his body off the tracks. He must have been far behind us 
by the time the train came to a stop. 

He and I both got on at the same station, on the same carriage. I’d 
seen him wander up towards the door that linked our compartment 
to the one in front—that I drunkenly pissed out of late one night—
when he stopped to talk to a girl sitting by herself in one of the double 
seats. It was only for a moment but, turning away, he’d opened the 
door, let it slap shut behind him and dropped below.

There were gasps and cries from the people who saw it, and 
strange, quizzical looks from those who felt his body sliced between 
the wheels and the rails beneath. Who would’ve thought flesh and 
bone would ever cause the slightest disturbance under all that metal?

The driver must have felt it too, or maybe trains have detection 
sensors or something below, for the train immediately reduced its 
speed and came to a stop halfway between Richmond and Flinders 
Street Station. At first we all sat there in silence, but after about five 
minutes the carriage was completely abuzz with chatter. The voice of 
the driver came over the loudspeaker, his speech stilted, sounding as 
though he were reading from cue cards. 

‘Ladies and gentlemen, we’ve come to a stop in our regular 
schedule because an individual has been killed on the tracks. His 
remains are currently and respectfully being removed. Until this has 
happened, we will not be departing. I apologise for any inconvenience.’ 

It was a few minutes until the chatter started up again. While we 
waited, I focused on the girl up the other end of the carriage. She was 
the last person to speak to him. She seemed distressed, and while the 
rest of the commuters had no problem turning to the person next to 
them with a thought or for an opinion, she was all alone, with no one. 
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I wanted desperately to walk all the way up there and sit down next 
to her. At first I pretended it was a deep sense of altruism inside, but I 
had to admit that comforting her would not have been my goal. What 
I wanted was to ask her what the dead man had said, what his final 
words were. 

Initially I thought that he probably just asked her for spare 
change, but the way in which she sat, her posture rigid, her head tilted 
downward, lost to some eventuality, made me think that whatever it 
was the dead man said had had quite an effect on her. Was it a plea 
for more quantifiable help than just a few extra dollars? Or was it 
something more cryptic? Did he know that they would be the last 
words he would ever speak and intentionally make them resonant or 
meaningful or enigmatic? I wanted desperately to know. But it didn’t 
seem appropriate to just walk up to her and demand answers.

A woman behind me spoke to the man next to her in a low tone. 
‘It’s horrible I know, but why do we have to wait? It’s behind us already.’

For a moment I completely misunderstood and thought that she 
was referring to the awful event that all of us had been a part of, not 
because it had inconvenienced us, but because we had witnessed true 
desperation and we needed to move forward in order to cope with 
such harsh reality. But then I quickly realised that within the words 
‘It’s behind us already’ she was referring to the physical body of the 
man no longer a man. Just a thing, ripped apart, unrecognisable as 
anything that never contained a spark inside. I also wondered why 
she needed to ask what the point of waiting was. The answer was 
apparent from the driver’s pre-written speech: it was the respectful 
thing to do. Though he was behind us, his blood was still beneath 
us, clinging to and smeared all over the wheels and along the tracks. 
And we could stand to wait until the evidence of his final statement 
had been quickly cleaned up like a chemical spill, as though it never 
happened. 

The train sat for another half hour, and my eyes kept coming 
back to her. I got to know her expression very well, looking inward, 
not in the present but stuck in the recent past. If it weren’t for the 
circumstances... okay, so now I can say that regardless of the 
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circumstances, I was attracted to her. Her face was roundish with big, 
dark bulbous eyes, and her lips curved down into a natural frown. To 
see her smile must have been rare and exciting. Her hair hung straight 
down the sides of her face to just below her chin, framing it quite 
perfectly, and she wore a black hat high up on top of her head. She’d 
look up every so often, but she never saw me. 

The train finally started up, and a collective sigh of relief—that 
I wish I could erase—spread through the carriage. The voice of the 
driver came over the loudspeaker again, stating that the police were 
waiting at the platform to speak to witnesses and offer counselling. At 
the word ‘witnesses’, I looked to her but she hadn’t seemed to hear a 
single word. As the train moved almost cautiously towards Flinders 
Street, I made up my mind that I would ask her what the dead man 
had said. I didn’t know exactly how I would phrase it, or how tactful it 
would be, but I had to know. It was a mystery that I couldn’t let pass. 
I foolishly felt it was my duty, as though she couldn’t be trusted with 
such an important task as being the sole ward to a legacy summed 
up in a few words. I must shoulder the burden of it, take it from her 
and become the keeper of this man’s final thought, a flickering flame 
that I would keep burning bright. Maybe I would whisper it to those 
I trusted as a mark of confidence, or maybe I would tell everyone, 
spread it to all those who would listen, an urban disciple.

She didn’t stand up until the train came to a complete stop. 
Commuters filed out onto the platform, and once a gap in the crowd 
appeared, she broke away, walking right past the waiting detectives 
and uniformed officers. Rather than taking the escalators up to 
the station, she walked down the steps that lead under Flinders to 
Degraves Street. I followed quickly behind, not wanting to lose her.
She walked brusquely, heels clapping the tiles and echoing in the 
underground. Near the ticket machines she stopped, fumbling with 
her bag. I decided that this was my chance. I raced after her and, 
stopping at the ticket machine, reached out and tapped her shoulder. 
She turned slowly, as though expecting someone she knew and quickly 
looked me up and down.

‘Yeah?’
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‘Hi. I was on the train with you just then. D’you remember me?’
‘No.’
‘Well, are you okay?’
‘Why wouldn’t I be?’
‘I... I saw that he spoke to you.’
‘Who?’
‘The man. The man that jumped.’
‘Oh. Yeah, he spoke to me.’
‘This is going to seem really... would you tell me what he said?’
She hesitated, wincing a little at the thought.
‘It’s important.’
‘Why?’ she said, her eyes widening suddenly, as though I had 

information that she may find of use.
‘Because… because I really want to know.’
She sighed. ‘He asked me for a smoke.’
Something inside sank instantly, as though it were never there in 

the first place. ‘Well thanks.’ I turned to walk back up to the platform 
without any interest, but her voice rang out in the empty tunnel.

‘I had one left.’
I turned around. ‘What?’
‘I had one cigarette left. But I didn’t give it to him.’ She trembled, 

her natural frown growing further downward. 
I walked up close to her, touching her shoulders, feeling as though 

it was the right thing to do. She felt it too, for she eased, as though my 
gentle touch was not only steadying her but holding her upright. 

‘It’s okay. I’m sure it wouldn’t have made a difference either way.’
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WERRIBEE RIVER MAN
Margaret Campbell

Old Man Allen was a local institution. He was the bloke some moth-
ers made into a bogeyman, scaring their kids with Old Man Allen will 
get you. Good Christian mothers impressed upon their children that 
he was an old soldier and to treat him with respect, but every kid in 
Werribee knew to keep clear of the old man who lived down along 
the river.

You could see Old Man Allen, his long grey hair and beard matted 
around his head like a helmet, his chaff-bag slung across his shoulder, 
limping along the dusty edges of the bitumen in Watton Street. If you 
were in Flockhart’s butcher shop waiting for your parcel of chops or 
sausages, you might see him, his pants tied up with rope, his droopy 
knitted jumper stained with dribbles of meals and wine, stomping his 
too-big boots through the fly-strips; or when you scurried past Ma-
booties wine bar in case some drunk grabbed you, leering, you might 
see him leaving with his brown-papered bottle. No matter where you 
saw him, you knew him firstly by his smell.

Old men greeted him, ‘G’day, Titch.’ Old women pretended to 
ignore him and left tins of biscuits for him at Bunny Taylor’s store. 
There was a bed for him in a house in town, but that wasn’t his way, 
and for as long as any kid could remember, Old Man Allen lived down 
at the river. Every kid claimed to know where, but not one ever found 
him. They searched under the canoe-scarred ancient gums, under the 
pepper trees that drooped pink berries in the whispering water, on 
the island from where the Wedge family and their home were swept 
away in the flood,  and all around the rocks that hunched like huge 
animals along the river.

His sleeping place was as secret as his background that kids 
guessed and claimed to know. They watched for him, his wide-
brimmed felt hat, and the stick he’d broken from a gum tree; and when 
they least expected, he’d emerged from the river’s green-screened pro-
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tection to clump and crunch along the road into town.
Ask any kid, and they would tell you he never said a word. Sister 

Paige would disagree, and nothing you could offer would entice her 
to tell you what he yelled when the Senior Constable picked him up in 
the divvy van and took him to the hospital for a bath.

Everybody knew then, because after Sister cut away his clothes, 
scrubbed him with disinfectant and shampooed him with Velvet soap, 
he appeared in the street in clean clothes, still rope-tied, and without 
his attendant smell.

In the day time, he slurped his wine under the bridge or under a 
pepper tree in Taylor and Stemp’s wood yard, and sometimes, when 
the autumn days were balmy, he’d lean against the giant Moreton Bay 
fig in the park opposite Horrie Davis’s hardware store munching a 
Brownbill’s pie with his broken, nicotine-stained teeth.

Kids watched, went about their pranks and errands, and kept 
away.

***
Bruno’s Deli sells pastrami and mortadella now where Flockhart’s 
used to be, in place of Mabooties wine bare is a Turkish Golden Grill, 
and Taylor and Stemp’s wood yard is a parking space for train travel-
lers. Bunny Taylor, Horrie Davis and Sister Paige are memories stirred 
by nostalgia.

But Old Man Allen is a legend. He lives in Watton Street where 
young mothers sit with their prams in the shelter of café umbrellas 
drinking coffee, and where old-timers share mis-matched recollec-
tions of childhood over cups of tea and scones. And where the riv-
er weaves its way through housing estates and the paved River Walk 
edges the flowing water behind the Watton Street shops, Old Man Al-
len’s presence lingers. He is in the base of a burned out gum, sleeping; 
he is under the bridge where the stones cross through the reeds; he is 
on the now clear banks where the barbecues sizzle and smoke.

He shelters by the river still, bottle in hand and his chaff bag over 
his shoulder. In that sanctuary of green, the old trees keep his secrets; 
gnarled and grey, the branches cling to the shadows, and the leaves 
murmur to the river, ‘We remember Old Man Allen.’  
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SILENT WORDS
Anna Fairclough

A push and I was in 
At first it was a faint whirring, a low level cacophony of giggles and 
whispers that steadily grew 
Then as I descended into the rabbit hole a whirlpool of activity sur-
rounded me, 
flashes of colour and movement, an arm running by, half finished 
words
I looked up at faces, straining with eagerness to ensure a smooth 
flow
 I felt my heart flip flopping about, like sandals hitting the decking 
on a 
   hot summers day 
Everything went white I focussed on the small dusty spot in the 
corner no one could see
It stood still, I could rely on it 
‘Hello’, ‘hi’, ‘what’s your name?’ 
Endless banality where the answers don’t really matter 
My head turned away 
I clutched my bag and clung to the sound of the clock

Beijing, 2011
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HIP HIP DECAY 1
Suzanne McRae
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HIP HIP DECAY 2
Suzanne McRae
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DAD
Emma Schirmer
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DAUGHTER OF MINE
Luke Applebee

Another voice joins the conversation
leaving abruptly for crisps under a table
Inside the batmobile there are hidden toys
captured by the babbling talker
ensnared by the drunken walker
As soon as it's time to wake
Play the Winnie the Pooh intro
Play the Winnie the Pooh intro
Let her be; she's already awake
Eerie to see a toothy grin giggling
butting heads with the parents
Eager to start the day
early
Time to check the nappy
We can smell the present growing
Every gift is different
Next time it's your turn
That was a big one
You missed out
She's outgrown her onesies
in true rebellious fashion
X-ray vision? She filches pocketed smartphones
telling everyone dad-dad-dad-dad-dad
eating biscuits, pulling hair, biting toes
Evil little deviant
Never grow up
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UNTITLED NO. 713
Melissa Cameron 
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THE CARROT
L. Rochford

I’ve never actually been in a fight. But I’ve been close.
I was riding a train towards the city, on my way to the gym, 

while eating a carrot. I leaned against the window, looking out 
absentmindedly, listening to music on my headphones. My train 
ride went like this: nibble nibble, window, thought, music, nibble 
nibble. At some point a commotion amongst other passengers began. 
Behind me a young man quibbled with teenagers. I didn’t know what 
the argument was about and was apathetic regardless. My music was 
loud, and I was able to pay it very little attention.

But then my music stopped—the album finished —and I could 
hear what they were yelling about. What were they yelling about? 
Carrots.

‘You think you’re funny?’ said a young man.
‘He looks like a ten year old, eating a carrot like that,’ said one of 

the boys, ignoring the young man. 
Eating a carrot? Was it a coincidence? Was someone watching a 

video on their phone that involved carrot eating?  Were there other 
people on the train eating them? Of course not. It hit me: sickly, sadly, 
it was me. The whole commotion was about me.

‘Hey mate, is that carrot your girlfriend?’ 
Me and my carrot. I blushed. Don’t look, don’t give them the 

satisfaction. Just keep acting like you’re listening to music. I tried, but 
whether I wanted to or not, I had heard them, their taunts—no pop 
song could pacify it. No classic could quieten it. 

‘Yes, mummy. I promise I ate my carrot today!’ 
Eating a carrot is cause for aggression? Victimization? Leave me 

alone, I thought. I didn’t want to appear like I’d heard them. I didn’t 
want involvement, but I knew my face had flared and that I looked 
non-combative, like a man who brought a carrot to a fist fight. I 
continued looking out the window, hoping they wouldn’t see my face.
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‘You guys aren’t funny,’ said the young man, but his protest only 
momentarily redirected their scorn. He had red hair, was carrot-
topped, and his argument—as noble as his intentions seemed to be—
was one he was ill-suited for. 

The boys exploited the weakness. ‘He thought we were talking 
about him!’ they laughed. 

‘Hey mate, was ya mum a carrot? You know what happens when 
a man bangs a carrot, mate?’

‘Ya better watch out he doesn’t eat you next, he’ll mistake you for 
a big carrot!’

He was pale, thin—an adult like me—but younger, and clearly 

Original artwork inspired by ‘The Carrot’ by Emma Schirmer. 
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not accustomed to being authoritative. I tried not to look at him, 
but I sensed the discomfort that floated in the air, a heavy, invasive 
pheromone. No one else on the train said a word. The carriage was 
theirs. Teenagers were running things and the only potential sheriff 
had red hair.

Carrot-top got off at the next stop, scolded as he exited the 
carriage.

‘Off ya go, carrot-rod! He looks like he’s gonna cry. He’s probably 
just finding a new carriage to cry in.’ 

With the distraction gone, they returned to the primary target: 
me.

‘Mate, do you munch your boyfriend like that? Carrots remind 
you of sausage, mate?’ 

You are above this. Ignore it. 
‘I think I’ve figured something out. When someone has their 

headphones in, you can say anythin’ to ‘em.’
Do not encourage, do not engage, do not escalate. 
I put the carrot in my bag. The train ride had to end, all train 

rides end.
Then a tap on the shoulder. 
Please…God... No.
‘Do you have a spare carrot?’ It was the youngest of the bunch.
The other two were still in their seats, laughing. 
I took off my headphones. ‘What?’ 
‘Do you have a spare carrot?’
‘No.’ Unleash no pheromone, please.
‘Can I have your carrot?’
‘What?’ Make no squinty, weak face, please.
‘Give us your carrot.’ He shoved me from his standing position.
I was seated. ’No.’ I did not seem commanding. 
The boys cackled.
‘Give us your carrot,’ he demanded with another shove. 
With a surge of blood I stood up. I must have been at least a foot 

taller than him. I looked down on him and unbuttoned my shirt.
‘What are you doing?’ he asked. 
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I don’t stop. I tried not to show my trembling as I continued to 
unbutton my shirt, button by button. ‘Come on.’

‘What?’
‘Carn, mate.’ My voice was an octave higher than usual and 

my face was flinching, yet I didn’t stop. More and more buttons 
unbuttoned and more and more of me was see. visible.

‘What… what are you doing?’ 
I didn’t stop. 
‘What are you doing?’ 
Do. Not. Stop. ‘I’m gonna fight you!’ I removed the shirt and 

placed it next to my bag. I have never been the largest of men but I 
bared tone and abdominal muscles from gym visits. I stood in front 
of him, looked him in the eye and said again: ‘I’m gonna fight you!’

‘But I’m twelve!’ he screamed.
‘Today you are a man!’ I screamed back. I didn’t ctually say, ‘Today 

you are a man!’ I kind of wish I had, that would have been awesome, 
but I did say, ‘Nah mate, we’re gonna fight.’ I walked forward.

He moved backwards. ‘Do you know a martial art?’ he asked. 
Why would I know a martial art? ‘Yes.’
He fled—real life fleeing. He ran toward the teenagers but their 

mood had changed. The circulation of pheromones in this carriage 
had altered. They did not cackle, taunt or offer consolation.

There was a new sheriff in town and he was a crazy, unhinged, 
topless psycho who knew a martial art!

‘Don’t look at me, mate!’ said one of the boys. 
‘I’m not fighting your battles for ya!’ The little one continued 

fleeing past the others, further down the carriage. 
I walked forward, slowly but steadily. The carriage was only so 

big…
NO NEED FOR ME TO RUSH, BOY! Did I look like someone 

who knew a martial art? Maybe because I took my top off as though 
I’d learnt from experience that wearing a top could slow down my 
rabid martial arts chops?

THEM SHIRTS CONSTRICT ME, BOY!
He found another seat and just sat, trying to become just another 
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commuter minding his own business—just another traveller, making 
his way in the world, another honest citizen.

BUT IT’S TOO LATE FOR THAT, BOY! COMEUPPANCE 
COMES AND IT’S CARROT-FLAVOURED!

I sat across from him and said, ‘We’re just gonna talk.’ 
He fled. Again. Terrified. But I made no effort to follow. He sat in 

his new chair and I just stared.
One of the teenagers got up and put himself between us, saying, 

‘I can’t let you beat up my brother.’ He must have been about sixteen. 
He looked afraid. 

My bare skin was pressed against the public transport seat and 
I punctured his eyes with mine. I sat there shirtless among a train of 
passengers. Glowing red with adrenaline. Still trembling. 

‘He’s sorry. He was running his mouth and he shouldn’t have 
been, but I can’t let you beat up my brother... I’m sorry.’

‘Okay, I can respect that,’ I said, as though it was all part of some 
warrior code I lived by. The next stop was mine. I walked over to my 
bag, placed my gym singlet on and waited at the door. No commuter 
spoke. I lifted my arms up to the ceiling-hold so that my biceps were 
visible. The doors opened. I exited, wondering what I would have 
done if he had tried to hit me, this twelve-year-old. Would I have hit 
back? 

So I’ve never actually been in a fight, but I’ve been close. And in 
my imaginings sometimes winning one seems just as distressing as 
losing one.
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Martin Nrekic
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AUTUMN NYMPH
Martin Nrekic
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3 OCTOBER, 5.52pm 
Dr Julie Bennett 

LANDSCAPE #12 
Dr Julie Bennett 



FAINT TRACE
Michael Haward

Open like a frog
Pinned out on display
Spread eagled, perhaps,
To slap and tickle
Or closed in aggro to implore?
Tree-ringed to measure what’s in store
In one fell digital swoop 
Imprinted…
Transferable creases to mark discipline
In time set apart to solidify a sporting chance
Howzat?
Arthritic appeal to dumb ump coursing with impartial
Indecision
A hair’s breadth away to rectify aping tendency 
And sway 
And sway
And sway
Oneself as to the undeniable:
We are read all too easily 
As a simple gesture reveals more in a moment
Of received wisdom twice removed than, and 
You have to hand it to the old man to leave me
With an all too true outline of fate.
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NAT 
Natalie Ex 

WINTER 
Natalie Ex 
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THE CHILL  
Jack Boddeke

The Chill
It’s coming. That feeling stalks me, almost constantly. I feel the chill 
of numbness creep up my spine, seemingly stealing my muscles. I 
blink. Time stops. And then i’m vacuumed into space, vacuumed into 
reality, my husband witnessing the hunched, gasping form that is me.

He attempts to comfort. I brush him off, he can’t help with this. 
Diapers, car pools and cleaning he can help with. Not this. Hours 
later, as he snores I witness the sun breaking through the horizon, 
bathing my room in sunlight. I shiver. I tighten my dressing gown in 
attempt to take the edge off.

My day begins, the tantrums, the breakfasting, the washing and 
the driving. This is essentially my day, with a few variations. Just 
change the position of the sun. I’m alone. At least I think I am. But 
then again, I may as well be. No sense in drowning together.

Lunch. Usually, I begin to warm up by this point. Not today 
though. Today I am chilled. I am detached from myth in a rare sense 
of surrealism. Then the bubbles began. Pop. Pop. Pop. I lazy around 
the house, popping the bubbles.

Now I’m in the bathroom. The bubbles are gone. Correction, 
they were never there. My doctor is always telling me they're never 
there. But they are, I pop them. The pills are in my mouth. I spit them 
out. I don’t like medicine today it seems.

It’s time to sleep. The chill is still there, my husband watches 
worriedly. The doctors say he isn’t there either, but he his. He’s why I 
wake up in the morning. Even though he can’t help, just knowing he 
cares means the world. It’s stalking me. I feel the chill of numbness 
reach my neck, my attempts to breath go unnoticed. I stare. Time 
Begins. And I am sucked into space. That’s the third time this week. 
I’m cold, but I always am. The chill stopped fading a while ago. 
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The Warmth
The sun burns my back. I shiver. I’m face down in the dirt. Dirt. It’s 
funny how you miss it when you’re in the air most of the time. I crawl 
to my feet. Johnsen’s lying a few meters away, his chest slowly rising 
with each breath, he’s unconscious but he’ll be fine. We weren't that 
high up. I wonder how Mary is? Her letters make it seem like she’s not 
doing so great. Still, the doctor’s watching her and Thomas. Ha. He’s 
four months old now. Maybe I’ll get special leave after this. I glance at 
the smoking wreckage of my plane. 

The smell of cooking rabbit permeates the air. It’s had to have 
been hours and the battle still rages in the sky. We’re winning, have 
been for a while. The Luftwaffe can’t beat us on home ground. I’ve set 
Johnsen and I up with a small fire, it’s against regulations, but hell, it’s 
not like we crashed in Germany. Johnsen woke awhile ago, strange 
man that one, but a bloody good navigator. We get along well enough. 
Plus, he caught the rabbit.  

I check my pistol.
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THE GIRL WHO TAMED THE 
WOLF 
Tarryn Reid

There lived in a village surrounded by woods a girl named Sofia. Sofia 
was a brave name, and had been the name of many brave girls before 
this one. This Sofia was no different. While other children feared the 
woods, Sofia dared to venture further than the others. It was here that, 
one day, Sofia met and tamed a Wolf. 

When Sofia told her mother and father about the Wolf and how 
it had eaten her food, and drank her drink, and let her stroke its fur, 
they became troubled and sent Sofia far away. But Sofia was not ready 
to say goodbye to her new friend, the Wolf. For five days she waited, 
planning her escape, learning where the watchful eyes turned away. 
On the fifth night, Sofia escaped into the wilderness and went to find 
her friend. 

The watchful eyes were clever and sought Sofia wherever there 
was food and drink. But Sofia was far cleverer. All those five days, 
she had not eaten or drunk, but stored up the food and drink she 
was given. She carried these in a sack with her as she travelled in the 
shadows and ate and drank very little, and stopped even less, thinking 
of the poor Wolf and his appetite. 

Meanwhile, the Wolf was left to the mercy of the villagers, of 
which they had none. The Wolf was hunted and shot at with guns, 
smoked out by fires, starved and wounded by vicious traps. When 
Sofia found her way back to the woods, she discovered that the Wolf 
was wild once again. But Sofia had no fear, for she was a brave girl 
and had tamed the Wolf before. She remembered how she had done 
it, with food, and drink, and kind words. 

When it seemed that the Wolf remembered her, relief filled 
her. She stretched her arms around her old friend, stroking its poor, 
tattered fur and telling it lovely things, the kind of things we have 
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all wished to hear. But the Wolf was not quite as tame as before. It 
remembered the traps and the guns and fire. So, when Sofia laid her 
arms against its fur and her head against its shoulder, it snapped its 
jaws around her throat and severed an unfixable line. 

As Sofia lay dying with her arms around the Wolf, her strength 
slowly vanishing, the Wolf began to feel at ease. Her soft touch no 
longer resembled the traps that had harmed the Wolf before. The 
quieting of her breath soothed the Wolf. It began to remember the 
smell of her hands, and the sound of her voice, and the kind words we 
have all wished to hear.

For days, the villagers and their watchful eyes looked for the 
brave girl, but could not find her. And for days, the Wolf laid beside 
the girl, hidden in the darkest part of the woods, neither eating nor 
drinking. It lay beside her as the birds pecked at the food and the 
ants carried away the crumbs, never leaving, until its body lay just as 
quietly and its breath grew just as still. 
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF 
DOCTOR WHO
Sam Boddeke

Doctor Who is a British drama and science fiction television program, 
created by Sydney Newman, Cecil webber and Donald Wilson. The 
program has been produced by the British Broadcasting Corporation 
(BBC) since 1963 and is considered one of the most iconic and 
influential television programs being aired today. The Times 
newspaper has labeled Doctor Who as quintessential to being British 
and is considered a cult television program. When something has a 
cult following it usually has a smaller, very dedicated fanbase. Some 
might say the thing that is being followed in a cult fashion is usually 
not mainstream.

Doctor Who originally designed as an educational program, 
focused on teaching both children and adults of all ages about the 
world of science and technology, although  designed to reinvent 
education with a more creative and entertaining approach.  Doctor 
Who  was originally aired from 1963 to 1989. The program Delineates 
the escapades of the main character, The Doctor, a space and time 
traveling humanoid alien referred to as a time lord from the planet 
Gallifrey.  

The show became became a drama and science-fiction program 
when the creators and producers actually lost various episodes, forced 
by their deadline the producers decided to air the only episode they 
had left. An episode revealing the Daleks a mutated alien race encased 
in a sort of metal casing, created by Davros and sworn enemies of the 
Time Lords, in particular The Doctor himself. 

The Doctor explores the universe using his own personal time 
traveling spaceship, the Tardis which stands for Time And Relative 
Dimensions In Space. It is designed with the exterior of a traditional 
blue police box, while the interior is seen as a large control room 
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with passageways leading off to other rooms. Accompanied with his 
companions The Doctor travels the universe, combating a diversity 
of foes, trying to help people in need while saving civilisations, which 
happen to be, more often than not, humans. 

In 1989, the program was suspended due to a significant 
reduction in ratings. Later in 1996, BBC Worldwide, Universal 
Studios and 20th Century Fox collaborated and launched a revival 
of the program, through the use of a backdoor pilot in the form of a 
television film. The film was named Doctor Who, but is commonly 
referred to as Doctor Who: The Movie to avoid confusion,  although 
the television film produced significantly high ratings in Britain. The 
film was considerably less popular on American screens, because of 
this no series was commissioned, deeming the launch unsuccessful.  

However, the program was successfully relaunched in 2005, by 
Russell T Davies, creating what fans now consider New Who. Davies 
also has created various spin off programs including Touchwood 
and The Sarah Jane Adventures. Currently twelve actors have been 
headlined as The Doctor, this transition between actors was written 
into the story after the original actor was deemed terminally ill and 
unable to continue his role. By using the concept of regeneration into 
a new incarnation, the theories premise is that Time Lords have the 
ability to manipulate their bodies cells, creating a new physical body 
and personally, while retaining their previous memories.  

The first incarnation of The Doctor was portrayed by William 
Hartnell, for a total of four seasons between 1963 and 1966 and was 
depicted as an old, grandfatherly-fashioned character. This behaviour 
was highlighted by the use of his first companion, his granddaughter, 
Susan Foreman, portrayed by Carole Ann Ford. During his three 
years as the doctor, Hartnell acted as a sort of  television host. Passing 
on his fascination and excitement of space and time to not only his on 
screen companions but to the audience at home. 

The next incarnation, was portrayed by Patrick Troughton 
between 1966 and 1969, for three seasons after Hartnell’s incarnation  
fell ill from fighting the Cybermen race. The Cyberman race are 
manufactured robotic humans with a superior complex, and are 
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dedicated to transforming the entire human race into mindless 
cyborgs. Troughton’s incarnation was often known for playing the 
recorder. He was characterised as childish or childlike–although 
under the surface–this Doctor was intelligent, calculating and often 
manipulated people for the greater good while acting as a bumbling 
fool so others would underestimate his true abilities.

The following incarnation was portrayed by Jon Pertwee, for a 
total of four years and five seasons between 1970 and 1974. The Third 
Doctor was described as an authoritative man  who enjoyed action, 
technology, and was considered strict in his behaviour. Because of 
these traits, he was seen as a type of James Bond character. During 
his screen time, Pertwee’s incarnation met Brigadier Alistair Gordon 
Lethbridge-Stewart, (shortened to the Brigadier) one of the founders 
of the United Nations Intelligence Taskforce, and later the Unified 
Intelligence Taskforce (UNIT). UNIT is an international organisation 
dedicated to protecting earth from alien threats. During these seasons 
The Doctor takes up a role as UNIT’S Scientific Advisor, giving this 
period of Doctor Who a military and James Bond feel. 

The fourth incarnation of The Doctor was portrayed by Tom 
Baker and remains the longest lived incarnation, including both the 
classic and modern series, with a total of seven consecutive years 
and seasons on screen between 1974 and 1981. He is also considered 
universally to be the most recognisable and iconic incarnations of The 
Doctor. The Fourth Doctor is one of the most unpredictable Doctors 
and is often seen as distant and alien-like. Despite his offbeat humour 
and strong moral codes, the Fourth Doctor was more detached 
and unresponsive and, as such, tended to become brooding and 
unsympathetic, while showing a darker edge to his personality.  

The next incarnation of The Doctor was portrayed by Peter 
Davison, for a total of three seasons from 1981 to 1984. The Fifth 
Doctor was seen as a far more sympathetic, vulnerable and quiet 
person compared to his previous incarnations and often made 
decisions through faith by flipping a coin, preferring to react to 
situations rather than initiate them. Unlike his predecessors The 
Fifth Doctor treated his companions as part of the team. He would 
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often voluntarily follow the leadership of someone else who had a 
strong command presence which he apparently lacked. However, The 
Fifth Doctor’s anxious energy, charm and youthful appearance all 
masked the fact he was a great Time Lord filled with compassion and 
experience.

The following incarnation of The Doctor was portrayed by Colin 
Baker, for two seasons from 1984 to 1986. The Sixth Doctor was 
egotistical, pompous and eloquent with overly bright multi-coloured 
attire reflecting his explosive personality. He saw himself as the finest 
incarnation yet and was seen as ferocious due to his rapid mood 
swings, manic behaviour, calm wit and wordy outbursts. 

The seventh incarnation of The Doctor was portrayed by 
Sylvester McCoy, for three seasons before the show was cancelled in 
1989. However, The Seventh Doctor’s escapades continued in Doctor 
Who themed novels throughout the 1990s before reappearing at the 
beginning of the television film Doctor Who: The Movie in 1996, before 
being replaced by the eighth incarnation. The Seventh Doctor had 
the greatest change of attitude of them all, starting out as a bumbling 
fool much like his second incarnation and progressing into a highly 
knowledgeable, driven and dark gamemaster. He originally displayed 
friendly, easygoing, charming and excitable behaviour, but began 
to choose his battles and keep a firmer grip on his personal secrets, 
becoming cynical, serious, manipulative and secretive throughout his 
seasons.

The next incarnation of The Doctor was portrayed by Paul 
McGann for the television film Doctor Who: The Movie in 1996 
and continued his adventures throughout several audio dramas, 
novels, comic books, and other media before returning in 2013 for 
a mini webisode, titled ‘The Night of the Doctor’, which depicts the 
regeneration of the eighth incarnation into The War Doctor. 

The War Doctor is an incarnation of The Doctor, portrayed by 
John Hurt. While the War Doctor precedes the ninth incarnation, his 
debut appearance came eight years after the ninth incarnation, during 
the fiftieth anniversary special ‘The Day of The Doctor’. In the “The 
Night of the Doctor”, a mortally wounded eighth Doctor was forced 
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to regenerate by the Sisterhood of Karn through a elixir designed to 
release the soldier within the Doctor, due to his required participation 
in the ‘’The Last Great Time War”, a war between the alien races, the 
Timelords and the Daleks. The Time War was instigated when the 
Fourth Doctor was commanded by the Gallifreyan council or high 
command to return and halt the Daleks advancement in time travel, 
and fulfil their promise to watch and protect space and time. The 
Time War had devastating effects on many races, lasting roughly four 
hundred years, before the War Doctor decided to end the war, in the 
only way he knew, for the sake of peace and sanity.  The War Doctor 
ended the war through ‘The moment’ a weapon of mass destruction, 
by using this weapon The Doctor cause the destruction and death of 
both the Daleks and Timelords as well as the planet of Gallifrey. Due 
to this the doctor become known as the last Timelord and loses the 
right to be named ‘The Doctor’ due to his actions throughout the war.

The Following incarnation of The Doctor was the first doctor of 
the new series, in 2005, also known as New Who. The ninth Doctor 
was portrayed by Christopher Eccleston, whose portrayal of the 
doctor was designed and highlighted as intentionally different from 
his predecessors. The ninth doctor is often seen a angry,  brody and 
cynical character, attempting to redeem himself from the horrors of 
the time war, although throughout the series you can see glimpses of a 
more kind and forgiving character.  Eccleston stated that his portrayal 
of the character would be less eccentric than previous incarnations, in 
order to fit in with a more 21st century audience. In the first episode, 
titled ‘Rose’ the doctor meets Rose Tyler, who becomes a primary 
companion and was designed to be as independent and courageous 
as The Doctor himself. In 2006, Eccleston was voted the third most 
popular portrayal of The Doctor, large credit is often given to Eccleston 
for his massive contribution to the relaunch of Doctor Who after its 
hiatus and has won several awards for his single series including the 
2005 National Television award for best actor. 

The Tenth incarnation of The Doctor was portrayed by Scottish 
actor David Tennant from 2006 to 2010. The Tenth Doctor is a youthful 
and outward charismatic and charming character, with a thirst for 
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adventure and danger. However his likable and easygoing attitude 
has the ability to turn into scary and righteous fury, if provoked. The 
Tenth Doctor travels with three major companions, the ninths former 
companion Rose Tyler,  a medical student named Martha Jones and  a 
temp worker named Donna Noble. The Doctor parts ways with each 
of them by the end of the 2008 serie finale, ‘Journey’s End’, afterwards 
The Doctor attempts to travel alone for the rest of his duration, before 
being joined by Donna’s grandfather Wilfred, for his final adventure 
in ‘The End of Time. In November 2013, David Tennant’s incarnation 
was voted as England’s favourite Doctor.

The next incarnation of The Doctor was portrayed by English 
actor Matt Smith from 2010 to 2013 and remains the youngest actor 
to ever play The Doctor, being cast at age twenty-six. The Eleventh 
Doctor is seen as a kind and compassionate man, with quirky 
behaviour. His youthful appearance is contrasted through his more 
discerning and world weary temperament. The Eleventh Doctor is 
often described as ‘an old man trapped inside a young body’. The 
Doctor’s main companions throughout Smith’s incarnation are Amy 
pond, A feisty scot, her husband Rory Williams, and Clara Oswald. 
The Doctor also frequently traveled with River song, Rory and Amy’s 
daughter and time traveller, whom he marries. Matt Smith was the 
last Doctor to appear alongside long-serving companion Sarah Jane 
Smith in the Sarah Jane Adventures before the actress’ death.  Matt 
Smith is also thought to be one of the best portrayals of The Doctor 
worldwide by Doctor Who fans.

The following and current incarnation of The Doctor is portrayed 
by Scottish actor Peter Capaldi from 2014 to present. Capaldi made 
his first, very brief appearance as the Doctor in the show’s fiftieth 
anniversary special ‘The Day of the Doctor’ as one of the thirteen 
incarnations of the Doctor who are summoned to save Gallifrey 
from destruction. Capaldi’s first full appearance as the Doctor was at 
the end of the 2013 Christmas special ‘The Time of the Doctor’.The 
Twelfth Doctor is described as ‘more alien than he’s been in awhile’.  
According to Capaldi, this  incarnation of the doctor cares immensely 
about how he is seen, unlike his previous two incarnations who cared 
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deeply for humans and attempted to understand them. Capaldi has 
stated that this incarnation, just doesn’t understand human beings 
or really care’. The Doctor is   accompanied by Clara Oswald during 
series eight and nine, however in the upcoming series (Series ten) the 
doctor will gain a new companion, Bill.

Over the last fifty years Doctor Who has evolved from a basic 
educational program, focused on teaching both children and adults 
of all ages about the world of science and technology.  Into a new 
and thrilling Drama and Sci fi program, depicting the escapades of 
the main character and his companions. Doctor Who is considered 
one of the most iconic and influential television programs being aired 
today, being labeled as quintessentially British and is considered to 
have one of the largest and dedicated fanbases in modern television, 
earning perhaps the largest cult following in the history of television 
and film.
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SUBMISSION CALLOUT: 
HYPOPHORA: VOL. II

Featuring: 

Kaonashi 
Hsar Pweh Hsar 

Clem Ieaudd
Lehmann B Smith
Marty Mckenna
The Bay Leaves

Heights

and more...

NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
DOWNLOAD AT: 

hypophora-wcec@bandcamp.com

HYPOPHORA:

Audio Compilation 

VOLUME I

A diverse collection of genres and talent...
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Are you a writer, an artist, a photographer, a singer, 
a composer, a sound recordist?

With an interest in intertextuality and a willingness to publish 
pieces in most genres of the creative arts, our aim is to collect 
high quality works that explore all aspects of existence and art. 
Hypophora is a youth-managed creative arts journal that accepts 
submissions from anyone. Join the community by sending your 

art in to us for your chance to be published in 2017.

SUBMISSION CALLOUT: 
HYPOPHORA: VOL. II

HELP KEEP HYPOPHORA ALIVE

Are you interested in donating to 
Hypophora? Please visit our website 

or facebook for donation information. 
As Wyndham CEC is a Deductible 
Gift Recipient (DGR), all donations 

over $2 are tax deductible. 

TAKE NOTE

No fan-fiction or fan-art will be 
accepted: all work submitted, in any 
form, must be original. If anything 

inhibits you from being able to make 
a submission, please email us and 

we might be able to assist you. 
We do not publish racist, 

homophobic or explicit material.

We accept the following art forms and more:
Art-based

- photography 
- sculpture (photos of)
- comics/graphic novel 

extracts 
- digital art 

- drawings, paintings, 
charcoal/pastel works, 

etc. 
- hybrid forms...

Textual
- genre-based short 

stories 
- experimental writing

- literary fiction 
- non-fiction 

- poetry/prose poetry
- essays 

- memoir 
- hybrid forms...

Audio
- spoken word 

- field recordings 
- songs of any genre 

- instrumentals 
- acapellas 

SUBMISSION WINDOW 
for Hypophora: Volume II 

 April 18th to June 1st 2017 
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Luke Applebee
Luke Applebee is a professional copywriter, a creative writer, a husband and 
a father. He enjoys tabletop wargaming and referring to himself in the third 
person.

Dr Julie Bennett
Dr Julie Bennett’s lifetime has revolved around aspects of creativity. 
She began with studies in Graphic Design, which led to an advertising 
career, teaching and later establishing a publishing company that printed 
Australian contemporary artists in poster/print form that launched in New 
York and distributed prints throughout the world. Dr Bennett’s academic 
studies began after she moved to a farm in regional Victoria and explored 
country women, the context in which they lived, their landscapes and their 
expressions of creativity.  
 - www.juliebennett.com.au

Jack Boddeke
‘Biographies. God, I hate Biographies.’ Jack is a writer for Hypophora, a 
university student, a deep thinker and ultimate procrastinator. He enjoys 
fiddling with computers, identifying issues in networks and hopes one day 
to submit an assignment on time.

Sam Boddeke
Sam Boddeke is a nineteen-year-old university student, currently studying a 
Bachelor of Arts, which focuses on sociology, history, and literature. Sam has 
a very broad personality, with a variety of interests and hobbies. He enjoys 
sports, music, science, history, Sci fi programs, cooking, writing, reading and 
many other aspects of life.

Melissa Cameron
Melissa Cameron is a Wyndham-based insomniac, deep thinker, writer and 
photographer who advocates strongly for social justice and doing what’s right 
on any platform available.

Margaret Campbell 
Margaret Campbell has won prizes for her poetry and short stories, which 
have been published in literary magazines and newspapers in Australia and 
NZ, and has published several books of poetry, fiction and oral histories. A 
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member of Western Union Writers and Western Women Writers, she is co-
ordinator of Imagination Creation young writers group, which conducts an 
annual competition, and was awarded a Centenary Medal for her work with 
young writers. 

Oaklin Charlesworth
Part time teacher, casual writer, perennial student, Oaklin writes in multiple 
genres from literary fiction, to sci-fi, to fantasy. Oaklin writes for everyone and 
himself and not for any particular audience.

Natalie Ex
As a half Japanese child growing up in New Zealand, Natalie was brought 
up on a wide range of Japanese manga and Hello Kitty as well as Disney and 
European classics such as Moomin and Miffy. She traces back her love of 
clean, minimal line art to these childhood favourites. Her drawing style has 
been described as neither Western or Eastern, but a combination of the two, 
perhaps influenced by the dual upbringing.

Since completing a Bachelor’s degree in Illustration, Natalie has worked: 
in international relations; as a graphic artist, graphic designer and radio host; 
played obnoxiously loud music to dark, sweaty dance floors and managed a 
few websites along the way. Thirteen years on, she’s finally ready to sit down 
and draw for you. 
 - http://www.natalieex.com - https://www.instagram.com/natalie_ex
 - http://excelle.tumblr.com - https://soundcloud.com/excelle 

Anna Fairclough
Anna Fairclough is interested in how words and images collide and play off 
each other.  In her writing, she likes to create a visual collage and match it to 
an image that generates the same feeling. The photo was taken a decade before 
the poem, which was based on a student of hers who never spoke, but the two 
somehow seemed meant to be together.

Michael Haward 
‘Captain’s Log—supplementary: My first officer reminds me that I am 
a husband, writer, teacher, admirer of marsupials, absurdist, first-rate 
dishwasher (see ‘husband’) and a member of Generation-X. I did not vote for 
the incumbent government. My favourite band of all time: The Beatles!’

Hsar Pweh Hsar
Hsar Pweh Hsar couldn’t live without music. He started to play guitar when he 
was eleven and started to write songs when he was about sixteen. He is always 
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trying to learn new things about music and much of this learning happens in 
his little home studio, the attainment of which is now a reality, not a dream. 
He is on his way to producing an album and hopes to have it released soon. 
Music gives Hsar Pweh happiness and confidence in life. Music is what helps 
him conquer his fears. 

G. Raymond Leavold
G. Raymond Leavold thinks he’s funny, and he is, but not in the way he thinks 
he is. He writes and makes videos in his spare time. 
 - Follow him on twitter @gleavold.

Suzanne McRae
BA Fine Arts University of Ballarat 1996
Suzanne McRae’s work and style has evolved from straight ceramics through 
sculpture, costume design and finally, after twenty-five years, to incorporate all 
aspects. Her love of animals is reflected through the use of anthropomorphism 
and her respect of the past promotes a wonder and sentimentality of faded 
glamour. Antique and decrepit beauty make Suzanne’s heart sing. 
 - www.instagram.com/hiphipdecay

Martin Nrekic
Martin Nrekic is a freelance artist with eleven years of game industry experience. 
He is currently an animator/modeller, and is considered a generalist in 3D, 2D 
cinematic/game art. His passion on the side is working on 2D digital art, with 
influences ranging from anime, games and classic art. More of his work can be 
viewed at https://www.behance.net/dark_matin.

Tarryn Reid
Tarryn Reid is a creative PhD student, writer, book and movie enthusiast, 
occasional traveller, random art collector, casual poet and self-confessed 
TV show binger. She can usually be found contemplating life over pages 
of incomprehensible notes, dabbling in the art of sushi making or dream-
planning her next world trip.

L. Rochford 
L. Rochford is a nursing student who likes to write on the side, because both 
involve empathy.

Emma Schirmer
Emma Schirmer is a university student undertaking a Bachelor of Arts and 
hoping to get into a Bachelor of Visual Arts in 2017. Emma has a passion for 
drawing, writing and video games and takes pride in all three things. 
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